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Hayden Glass never had it easy. After losing his father at a young age, he fought hard for everything he got,
haunted by a shame that he could never define or conquer. Now a Los Angeles Police Robbery and
Homicide detective, Glass is still haunted by the scars that formed in his childhood and left a permanent void
in his soul. He deals with it in a very defeating way . . . . he strolls Sunset Boulevard, picking up prostitutes.
Hayden Glass is a sex addict.

Called to investigate a heinous crime scene involving the daughter of prominent LA politician, Glass is
quickly overwhelmed by the spotlight. When new murders arise, Glass sees a link where no one else does--
this is the work of a vicious, sadistic sexual predator. Forced to use the support rooms that keep him from
acting out as an investigative tool, Glass finds himself alienated by everyone he needs: his ex-wife, his
sponsor, even his fellow detectives. Glass must call on the services of ex-FBI profiler, turned private
investigator Kennedy Reynard, who is as tempting as she is helpful. But the tide turns quickly when Glass
discovers that his quarry has his sights set on an ultimate target---Glass himself.
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From reader reviews:

Cleveland Bolton:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their free time with their
family, or their very own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, likely to beach,
or picnic within the park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Will you something
different to fill your current free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book may be option to fill your
free time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you
want to test look for book, may be the e-book untitled Boulevard can be fine book to read. May be it might
be best activity to you.

Bruce Jackson:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind talent or
thinking skill even analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book compared to can
satisfy your short period of time to read it because this time you only find book that need more time to be go
through. Boulevard can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short free time problems.

Billy Smith:

You can spend your free time you just read this book this e-book. This Boulevard is simple to deliver you
can read it in the area, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have got much space to bring the
actual printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save the
particular book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys
this book.

Phillip Elliott:

Beside this particular Boulevard in your phone, it can give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge or
details. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh through the oven so don't be worry if
you feel like an aged people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Boulevard because this book
offers to your account readable information. Do you often have book but you would not get what it's facts
concerning. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable option here cannot
be questionable, including treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss the item? Find this
book in addition to read it from now!
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